
POST OFFICE  1 - SERVICES 

With all the cuts to services in the USPS, this 10 year plan will do little to enhance 

the USPS and appears it’s intended to cripple it. 

So you propose closing more post offices, cutting post office hours, delaying the 

delivery of first class mail by requiring it be transported by truck only (no more air 

transport) cutting delivery hours, eliminating MORE mail sorting machines  and 

then raising fees.   NONE OF THIS WORKS FOR THE PEOPLE.  The USPS is a service 

created for the people, ALL people.   You’ve called the post office a monopoly 

which is misleading.  It implies it is a money making business which it is not, NOR 

WAS IT MEANT TO BE ONE.   It’s preposterous for you to say you can’t provide 

dependable and accessible mail services as well as expand the handling of 

packages.  Start by replacing the mail sorting machines you’ve already destroyed 

(you don’t need to destroy more) with package sorting machines.  Building a 

better package delivery system is the only palatable proposal in this plan, but not 

at the expense of the mail service.  

RESTORE COMPETENT, ACCESSIBLE, AFFORDABLE AND DEPENDABLE MAIL 

SERVICES to the people.  If there’s a need to raise fees to do this then propose an 

acceptable rise in fees.  You don’t need to over price the services.   

There are a great many people in this country who don’t have or can’t afford 

computers.  There are a great many people who don’t have access to wifi or can’t 

afford an advanced cell phone.   There are a great many people that depend on 

the USPS 

 Great business decision to offer lots less and charge more for the diminished 

services.   That’s sure to drive away more business, BUT THEN, that appears to be 

the main objective of this plan.   

I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS PLAN.     I CAN NOT SUPPORT THIS PLAN.     I THINK IT IS 

DEPLORABLE!! 

Sincerely,   Gaill Asmus,  Swanzey, NH 
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